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Quixomatic To Provide Maintenance-Free Websites to OpenMenu Restaurants 

 

OpenMenu is happy to announce that Quixomatic has joined the OpenMenu Network to provide maintenance-

free websites to restaurants.  Quixomatic brings a new way of designing, developing and maintaining websites 

by connecting to your existing OpenMenu and social networks to give you a website that is ready to go in less 

than 1min and requires no ongoing maintenance to keep the content fresh and up-to-date for your customers. 

 

Columbia, SC February 25, 2014 – OpenMenu continues to grow globally so we’re always looking for solutions 

which can support the restaurants we have in over 100 countries. Quixomatic brings exactly one of those 

solutions filling a need for restaurants by providing maintenance-free, always up-to-date, affordable websites.  

Quixomatic extends the OpenMenu reach even further by keeping the restaurants brand at the front of their 

menu with their integrated OpenMenu solution.  

 

Managing Director of Quixomatic, Brett Poole said: "Quixomatic's mission is to vastly improve website 

publishing for small to medium business users.   So when looking for a menu solution, we immediately saw the 

benefits of OpenMenu's approach to standards, distribution and data portability.  From today, all OpenMenu 

customers can build a Quixomatic site in one click, fully integrated with their menu content." 

 

Chris Hanscom, CEO and Founder, says “We found a gem with Quixomatic.  They are providing a website for 

restaurants that will be the future of how websites are built and powered.  Up and running in less than a 

minute with no ongoing maintenance to give your customers fresh menu information and social engagement 

with your restaurant.” 

 

About Quixomatic: 

Quixomatic is a wholly owned product of Quixo Facto Pty Ltd. – a privately held Australian company founded 

by 4 ex-Yahoo! employees. Quixomatic was built to help small businesses easily launch and operate 

professional, lead generating and affordable mobile-friendly websites by leveraging social media and content 

marketplaces. 

About OpenMenu: 

OpenMenu is standardizing the restaurant industry by creating standards for the way restaurants store, share 

and use the menus, restaurant information and deals/coupons. OpenMenu has a created a powerful platform 

on top of the standards to provide a single point-of-access for restaurants to manage their menus: change on 

OpenMenu and those changes are reflected on a restaurant’s website, mobile site, Facebook, Tweet is sent 

out and we push the change to our large distribution network. 
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